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ABSTRACT

We employ a �nite element discretization scheme to solve numerically the coupled spin and charge transport
equations in spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive random access memory cells. To adapt the drift-di�usion
formalism to the case of a magnetic tunnel junction, we model the tunnel barrier as a material with a low
magnetization-dependent conductivity and a large spin di�usion constant. This generalized spin and charge
drift-di�usion approach is applied to determine the torques entering the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation to
describe the magnetization dynamics. In particular, the switching times under a �xed voltage, a �xed current,
and a �xed current density are compared.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive random access memory (STT-MRAM) is an emerging non-volatile memory
which is compatible with CMOS technology and is rapidly conquering the market.1�7 STT-MRAM possesses an
endurance much higher than that of �ash memory. STT-MRAMs' access times can be tuned in a broad range.
This positions STT-MRAM as a universal memory capable to replace both, static random access memory and
�ash memory.

The spin-transfer torque is created by a non-equilibrium spin accumulation acting on the magnetization via
the exchange interaction. A simultaneous solution of the spin-charge transport equations coupled to the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation is required to describe the magnetization dynamics for STT-MRAM modeling. In a
spin valve, where the ferromagnetic layers are separated by a metal, the spin-charge transport is described by
the carriers' drift and di�usion. However, STT-MRAM contains a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), and the
applicability of this approach is questionable. We demonstrate that, if the tunnel barrier is replaced by a poor
conductor with a large magnetization-dependent resistivity and a large spin di�usion constant, the spin and
charge tunnel transport through the MTJ is adequately described by a drift-di�usion approach. The generalized
spin-charge drift-di�usion model has been successfully applied to determine the spin accumulation and the torques
acting on the magnetization in an MTJ structure. We compare the switching time distribution obtained under
a �xed voltage, a �xed current, and a �xed current density through an MTJ. We demonstrate that all three
approaches give similar switching time distributions, provided that the current values are properly adjusted.

2. MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS IN STT-MRAM

The key element in modern magnetic memories is the MTJ. This structure is a sandwich of two ferromagnetic
layers, usually composed of CoFeB, and an oxide layer, typically MgO, cf. Fig. 1. The binary information is stored
as the relative orientation of the magnetization in the magnetic layers of the MTJ, as when the magnetization
vectors are in a parallel state (P), the resistance is lower than in the anti-parallel state (AP). The di�erence in
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Figure 1: MTJ structure with non-uniform magnetization con�guration. The structure is composed of a reference
layer (RL), a tunnel barrier (TB), a free layer (FL), and two non-magnetic contacts (NM).

resistance can be read by an electric current passing through the structure. Thanks to the spin-transfer torque,
switching between P and AP can be achieved by means of an electric current following the same path as the one
used for reading. When the electrons cross the �xed reference layer (RL), they become spin-polarized, generating
a spin current. They then enter the free layer (FL), where the spin current acts on the magnetization via the
exchange interaction, generating the spin-transfer torque.8 If the current is su�ciently strong, the magnetization
of the free layer can be switched between the two stable con�gurations, parallel or anti-parallel, relative to the
reference layer. MTJs are characterized by their tunneling magnetoresistance ratio (TMR), de�ned as

TMR =
GP −GAP

GAP
, (1)

where GP (GAP ) is the conductance in the P (AP) state. A high TMR is important to be able to read the
conductance di�erence between the two con�gurations. In modern devices the TMR reaches values of 200% and
higher.9

Thanks to interface-induced perpendicular anisotropy, thin layers of CoFeB on MgO are perpendicularly
magnetized. The switching currents with this magnetization con�guration are lower than the ones of in-plane
magnetized structures, as in the former scenario current-driven and thermally-assisted switching go over the
same energy barrier. The magnetization in the FL can be switched, while in the RL it is �xed, usually by
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling to a pinned layer.10

Simulations of STT-MRAM switching involve the computation of magnetization dynamics. A solution of
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation is required. When including the e�ect of spin transfer torque, this
equation reads

∂m

∂t
= −γµ0m×Heff + αm× ∂m

∂t
+

1

MS
TS , (2)

where m is the magnetization unit vector, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, µ0 is the magnetic permeability, α is the
Gilbert damping constant, and MS is the saturation magnetization. Heff is an e�ective �eld including various
contributions, mainly the external �eld, the anisotropy �eld, the exchange interaction, the demagnetizing �eld,
and thermal �uctuations. The term TS could be described by assuming a Slonczewski-like torque approach.11

This, however, allows to approximately simulate the magnetization dynamics of the free layer only. A more
complete description of the process can be obtained by computing the non-equilibrium spin accumulation S
across the whole structure. In this case, TS can be expressed as

TS = −De

λ2J
m× S− De

λ2ϕ
m× (m× S) , (3)
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where λJ is the exchange length, λϕ is the spin dephasing length, and De is the electron di�usion coe�cient.
S is generated when an electric current passes through the structure and gets polarized by the magnetic layers.
In order to obtain S, coupled spin and charge transport must be determined. When dealing with a spin valve,
where the two ferromagnetic layers are separated by a conductive metal layer, it is su�cient to solve the spin
and charge drift-di�usion equations in the structure.12 However, in an MTJ the two ferromagnets are separated
by a tunnel barrier. It is therefore necessary to �nd a way to incorporate the tunnel junction properties when
solving the drift-di�usion equations.

3. MTJ MODEL AND RESULTS

In an MTJ, the amount of current �owing through the structure is mainly determined by the tunneling resistance,
as it is much larger than the resistances of the ferromagnetic layers. As Ohm's law holds, the physical origin
leading to the high resistivity is not important. Therefore, we model the tunnel barrier as a poor conductor
whose low conductivity depends on the relative magnetization vectors' orientation as

σ (θ) =
σP + σAP

2

(
1 +

(
TMR

2 + TMR

)
cos θ

)
, (4)

where σP (AP ) is the conductivity in the P(AP) state, and θ is the local angle between the magnetic vectors in
the free and reference layer. To obtain the current, we solve

∇ · (σ∇V ) = 0 , (5a)

JC = σ∇V , (5b)

where σ is the conductivity, V is the electrical potential and JC is the charge current density. The equation
is solved in the structure schematized in Fig.1. The potential is �xed with Dirichlet conditions on the left and
right boundary, respectively. The conductivity is described by (4) in the tunneling layer, while it is constant in
the ferromagnetic layers and the non-magnetic leads. The current density for this scenario was computed via
the �nite element method and is shown in Fig.2. The result is highly non-uniform and depends strongly on the
position, with the di�erence between highest and lowest values of the perpendicular component of the current
dictated by the TMR. The modulus of the in-plane current density is redistributed in order to accommodate

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Current density distribution through a square MTJ with non-uniform FL magnetization. (a) The
x-component (perpendicular) of the current density is larger for aligned magnetization vectors because of the
lower resistance. (b) Due to the conservation of the current �ow, it is redistributed in the yz-plane in the metal
layers.
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for the varying conductivity in the middle layer. Once JC is known, the spin current density JS and the spin
accumulation S through the barrier are found as13

JS =
µB
e
βσ

(
JC + βDDe

e

µB
[(∇S)m]

)
⊗m−De∇S , (6a)

−∇JS −De

(
S

λ2sf
+

S×m

λ2J
+

m× (S×m)

λ2ϕ

)
= 0 , (6b)

where µB is the Bohr magneton, e is the electron charge, βσ and βD are polarization parameters, and λsf is the
spin-�ip length. In order to adequately model the properties of a tunnel barrier, it is not su�cient to deal only
with the electrical characteristics of the structure. The spin accumulation must be preserved across the barrier
without spin �ips. The equation for S in the middle layer reduces to

DS∇2S−DS
S

λ2sf
= 0 , (7)

where DS is the spin di�usion constant inside the barrier. To achieve spin continuity across the tunneling layer,
one must neglect the spin relaxation by setting all scattering lengths to in�nity. However, this is not su�cient.
The spin di�usion coe�cient in the middle region must also be set large compared to the electron di�usion
coe�cient in the ferromagnetic layers, as reported in Fig.3(a). When the two coe�cients have the same value,
the spin accumulation decays through the tunnel barrier, while the choice of a large spin di�usion coe�cient
reduces the slope in the middle layer to the point that the spin accumulation is practically preserved. The
solution in the whole structure is reported in Fig.3(b). The non-magnetic leads are necessary, in a multilayer
structure, to ensure decay of the spin accumulation through proper boundary conditions. With S known, we
compute the torques acting on both ferromagnetic layers, which are reported in Fig.4(a). The dependence of the
torque on the spin di�usion coe�cient is reported in Fig.4(b), which shows that, provided a large enough value
of the coe�cient, the torque is independent of it. This torque is then inserted in the LLG equation to resolve
the magnetization dynamics.

For the computation of torques with the proposed scheme, we employed the assumption of a �xed voltage
at switching, which is a typical situation in many practical applications. In contrast, the usual approach for

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Spin accumulation across the tunneling layer. The magnetization lies along x in the FL and along z in
the RL. (a) Close-in on the tunnel layer. The dashed lines are computed using the same value for DS in the TB
and De in the FL and the RL, while solid lines use a very high value of DS , which renders S constant across the
TB. (b) Spin accumulation solution across the whole structure.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Torque computed from the spin accumulation. (a) The spin drift-di�usion approach permits to compute
the torques acting on both layers, FL and RL. (b) Magnitude of the torque in the FL as a function of the spin
di�usion coe�cient in the TB. At high values of the coe�cient, torques do not depend on it.

micromagnetic simulations of STT switching is to assume a constant and uniform current density. As shown
previously, the current density becomes highly non-uniform during the switching process, so this assumption is
violated. In order to evaluate the validity and the limits of the �xed current density approach in computing the
switching time, we compare it with the �xed voltage approach and with a model in which the total current is �xed
and redistributed according to the local magnetization orientation, and thus to the local resistance.14 We de�ne
the total current at which the switching is performed to be equal to the voltage divided by the resistance in the
initial parallel (P) or anti-parallel (AP) state. The switching times at room temperature depend on the realization
of the stochastic �eld which mimics the magnetization �uctuations. By using a �xed layer antiferromagnetically

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Comparison between AP�P and P�AP switching for various levels of the uncompensated stray �eld
at T=300 K. The bars show switching time variations due to thermal �uctuations. (a) Distribution for the �xed
current density and �xed total current approaches. (b) Distribution for the �xed voltage approach.
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Figure 6: Comparison of switching times for the tuned values of input currents at T=300 K. The switching times
of all three models are compatible within the thermal variation.

coupled to the reference layer, one can compensate the total stray �eld acting on the free layer. We computed
the switching time distribution for the three approaches under di�erent values of the uncompensated stray
�eld coming from the reference layer. The stray �eld is modeled by the total saturation magnetization of the
antiferromagnetically coupled layers. The results are reported in Fig.5. Compensating the stray �eld results in a
higher switching time for the AP�P con�guration and a lower one for P�AP. However, the results for switching
times are 15% higher for AP�P and 10% lower for P�AP for the �xed current approaches as compared to
the �xed voltage one. The di�erence is due to the fact that in the �xed voltage approach, the total current is
allowed to adapt to the varying resistance. In order to compensate this e�ect, we adjust the currents in the other
two approaches to make them 9% higher for AP�P and 4% lower for P�AP switching. The resulting switching
times are shown in Fig.6. With this tuned choice of currents, all the models produce compatible results within
the thermal spread, so the simpli�ed description o�ered by the �xed current density approach is still a good
approximation for high TMR perpendicular structures, provided the currents are appropriately chosen.

4. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method for applying the spin and charge drift-di�usion formalism in computing the torques
acting on the magnetization in an MTJ structure. The current density can be properly described by modeling
the tunnel layer as a poor conductor whose conductivity is locally dependent on the relative magnetization
vectors' orientation in the free and reference layer, with �xed voltage at the contacts. In order to preserve
the spin accumulation through the tunnel barrier, we showed that it is necessary to put all scattering lengths
to in�nity and assume a high di�usion coe�cient in the middle layer. This generalized spin and charge drift-
di�usion approach can be successfully applied to determine the torques acting on the magnetization in a modern
STT-MRAM device, in order to compute the magnetization dynamics. We also compared the switching time
distribution in the realistic �xed voltage scenario to two approximate �xed current approaches and showed that,
provided that the current values are properly adjusted, all three models give comparable results. This allows
the use of the approximate �xed current density approach to accurately compute the switching time of an
STT-MRAM device in a fast way.
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